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Solar Contribution to HCEI (HECO only)

Source Energy Agreement 2030 Mark’s Guess 2013

Solar PPA/FIT 140 140

PV Host 42 4

NEM (all NEM) 127 36

Total 309 180

Total DG/RE 1400

Solar Share 22%

Source:  Energy Agreement, 2008.



Solar Contribution to HCEI (MECO 
only)

Source Energy Agreement 2030 Mark’s Guess 2013

Solar PPA/FIT 39

PV Host 22

NEM (all NEM) 54

Total 115

Total DG/RE

Solar Share



Solar Contribution to HCEI (HELCO 
only)

Source Energy Agreement 2030 Mark’s Guess 2013

Solar PPA/FIT 39

PV Host 22

NEM 32

Total 93

Total DG/RE

Solar Share



We Should Be Able to Build 1 GW 

• Ability to build 1 GW on HCEI timeline cannot 
credibly be challenged

• Ability to integrate 1 GW is the issue

• To the extent that it exists, the integration 
problem is not technical

• Current rules don’t really do much to encourage 
this



GHG Reduction
• I have no idea, but must be significant

• It probably doesn’t matter much what HI’s GHG emissions are 
except from a moral perspective

• The policy motivation justifying conversion to renewables in HI are:

– Energy security
– Economic growth/development
– Job creation

• But, of course, GHG mandates are a great policy lever to achieve 
these other goals



CapEx & OpEx with Firming

• No one knows

• Installed cost of PV in Hawaii is down 25-33% 
since 2008

• ‘Elon’s Law’ – cost of batteries declines 8%/year

• OpEx on PV is minimal – below 1% of CapEx 
annually including inverter replacement



Other Cost Outcome Drivers
• How firm does it need to be?

• Smartness of grid

• Installation quality/durability

• Economies of scale in manufacturing

• Pace of technical progress on storage/module efficiency

• Etc.



Contemplating the Cost of a 
Gigawatt of PV without Real Data

• What does the cost of a GW look like on back 
of the envelop basis?

• Assumptions:
– Split evenly between residential rooftops, 

commercial sites, and utility scale
– Current costs are $6.00/$4.50/$4.00 per watt
– Phased in over 25 years
– Installed cost declines 5% per year



Contemplating the Cost of a Gigawatt
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What About Storage? 
(Assumes Current Cost of PV Never Changes)
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Total Non-Discounted Cost: $4.9 billion



Thoughts on Cost/Constructability
• Germany has built between 1 and 3 GW of PV annually since 2005

• $2.5 to $5.0 billion is simply not a prohibitively high cost, if you 
assume 1 GW will displace $1b or so of oil imports at current rates

• Need to somehow capture part of the money not spent on oil to 
fund transition  Raise barrel tax?

• But we can’t just spend the money, we need to leverage it

• Many Changes Not Being Seriously Contemplated 
– Re-roofing with solar roof tiles
– $200/barrel oil, $300/barrel oil, $400/barrel oil



Microeconomics of PV Transition
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Note: 250 kW system, utility power at $0.25 base year and 5% annual escalation.

Break Even Point at Yr 4



How Will It Be Financed?
• Under current model, all generation CapEx born by private 

individuals/entities rather than ratepayers

• Financing models are already fully viable and improving rapidly

• Subsidies exist for roughly 60% of commercial systems from federal 
government: $1.7-$2.9b

• State pays about 25 percent: $0.7-1.2b

• Much of additional costs such as smart grid, coming anyway so you 
can’t blame them on solar

• My high end assumptions above already assume a storage cost



Who Will Own 
Generation/Transmission?

• PV Generation – private entities

• Wires – a monopolistic utility



How Long Will It Take?
Residential Portion: The Slowest Part

Total Needed (watts) 333,000,000

Number of systems at 5 kW per system 66,600

Total work days @ two days per install 133,200

Total 5 day work weeks @ two days per install 26,640

Total 52 week work years @ two days per install 512



Yes, We Can
• So, 512 crews working at the rate of one home every two days, 

could install this much residential PV in one year.

• Or, 20 crews working at this pace could install this in 25 years.

• Or 100 crews working at this pace could finish in 5 years.

• This work could be organized to require far fewer man hours.

• Commercial and utility scale would move much more quickly

 Installation speed/capacity is not a barrier
 Even installing 333 MW of PV in a year will not move world market 

module price (last year was ~ 15 GW globally)
Added benefit of employment growth



Many Obstacles Exist

• Complacency, no sense of urgency

• Refusal to put public interest in energy 
security/economic development first – this 
should be filter through which all choices are 
strained

• Confusion inherent in inter-temporal 
cost/equity analysis



Policy Lag

• Many rules are legacy rules

• A vision for transition is hard to develop

• Conservatism is a hallmark of regulation

• Interested parties spending millions to muddy the 
waters – do coal execs believe climate change is 
not human induced?



Example: 500 kW DG: NEM vs. FIT
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FIT Total: $4.5 mil (25 yrs)

NEM Savings: $9.1 mil (not-taxed)

NPV of this triangle  = 
Storage Hurdle Rate



Concluding Thoughts
• Define an end point with 0% fossil

• Define the same end point with 0% imported inputs to 
power generation

• Energy efficiency is the best, if we were serious there 
would be an all-out push

• DG is better than CG, even among renewables

• All else equal, non-fuel renewables are better than fueled 
renewables



Concluding Thoughts on Role of Utility

• IOU business model in HI is broken  interests are at 
odds with the public interest in energy security, OpEx 
reduction of homes & businesses

• Change is going to happen - best case for utility is 
gradual customer transition to off-grid (“Cascading 
deregulation” – Kris Mays, Arizona Corporation 
Commission)

• Restructure and pay for existing stranded assets now 
instead of paying for these plus yet-to-be purchased 
stranded assets later



Final Concluding Thoughts

• Solar is the resource that can be installed 
soonest and at a reasonable cost. Why wait 
when we have this option?

• Why are we devoting all policy attention to 
other resources that may or may not succeed 
rather than pushing PV?



Thank You

Mark Duda
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